Ex vivo targeting of p21Cip1/Waf1 permits relative expansion of human hematopoietic stem cells.
Relative quiescence is a defining characteristic of hematopoietic stem cells. Reasoning that inhibitory tone dominates control of stem cell cycling, we previously showed that mice engineered to be deficient in the cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor, p21Cip1/Waf1 (p21), have an increased stem cell pool under homeostatic conditions. Since p21 was necessary to maintain stem cell quiescence and its absence sufficient to permit increased murine stem cell cycling, we tested whether reduction of p21 alone in human adult-derived stem cells could affect stem cell proliferation. We demonstrate here that interrupting p21 expression ex vivo resulted in expanded stem cell number and in vivo stem cell function compared with control, manipulated cells. Further, we demonstrate full multilineage reconstitution capability in cells where p21 expression was knocked down. Therefore, lifting the brake on cell proliferation by altering cell cycle checkpoints provides an alternative paradigm for increasing hematopoietic stem cell numbers. This approach may be useful for relative ex vivo human stem cell expansion.